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Teaching Resource for Intellectual Property English Language Arts * Informational Texts * Policy and Debate



Instructional Supports Background building resources: https://www.pinterest.com/thinkcerca/intellectual-property-cerca-set-board/ ELL Supports: Begins on Page 4 of this document



Key Question What are the opportunities and challenges in using other people's ideas?



Learning Objectives Reading Students will read and analyze an informational text about the opportunities and challenges of creating, protecting, and using intellectual property to explore the balance of the rights of creators and the potential benefits of new inventions and ideas to the public good. By reading closely to find and cite specific textual evidence, students will be well equipped to analyze and create effective arguments. Based on their analysis of a balanced piece of journalism, which was selected for its complexity, students will have an opportunity to build in order to determine what the text says explicitly and make logical inferences.



Writing Students will write an argument in response to the CERCA Question with a focus on citing specific textual evidence and explaining their reasoning to support conclusions drawn from the text.



Discussion Before writing their final response, students who read the same text can discuss the CERCA question in pairs or small groups. After students have completed their academic writing, they will use the knowledge they gained in this set to engage in discussion around the key question. You may also want to use additional key questions to prompt deeper thinking and collaboratively build knowledge after students have read their individual texts. These questions work best in pairs or small group discussions. ● Should there be any limits on the protection of intellectual property or ideas? ● If you invented or discovered something important to the world, would it be more important to you to protect it or share it? Why? ● What benefits do intellectual property protections, such as copyright, offer to creators? What downsides do these protections have to others?



Building Knowledge Students explore how ownership over ideas, images, and even stories impacts access to art and the profits that artists generate.
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CERCA Questions *ThinkCERCA’s text complexity approach blends both qualitative and quantitative elements with the student at the center of our thinking and design at all times. According to the Common Core, “Qualitative measures, along with professional judgment in matching a text to reader and task, serve as a necessary complement and sometimes as a corrective to quantitative measures, which...cannot (at least at present) capture all of the elements that make a text easy or challenging to read and are not equally successful in rating the complexity of all categories of text.” The codes indicate the grade band and the beginning (B), middle (M), or end (E) of the range. 2-3M Grade 3: Why should intellectual property be protected? Students read about what intellectual property is and what protections creators have, answer questions about the text, refer explicitly to the text, and then write an argument with a focus on providing reasons that support their opinion. 4-5B Grade 4: Why was it important for Johnson to be paid fairly for his ideas? Students read about the invention of the Super Soaker, refer to details and examples from the text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text, and then write an argument with a focus on providing reasons that are supported by facts and details. 6-8E Grade 5: Do you agree with the MPAA's claim that sharing files online is stealing? Students read about different perspectives on sharing files online, quote accurately from the text when explaining what the text says explicitly and when drawing inferences from the text, and then write an argument with a focus on providing logically ordered reasons that are supported by facts and details. 11-CCRE Grade 6: Was it a good business decision for Volvo to share its seatbelt invention? Students read about the invention of the seatbelt, cite textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, and then write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with clear reasons. 6-8M Grade 7: Does Newton or Leibniz deserve credit for inventing calculus? Students read about the invention of calculus, cite several pieces of textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with clear reasons and logical reasoning. 9-10M Grade 8: Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles? Students read about online video “piracy,” cite the textual evidence that most strongly supports their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with clear reasons and logical reasoning. 9-10M Grade 9: Should news organizations use photographs posted on social media without paying for them? Students read about an intellectual property dispute between a Haitian photographer and a major news agency, cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with valid reasoning. 11-CCRE Grade 10: Should Pandora be allowed to reduce its royalty payments to musicians? Students read about intellectual property disputes between musicians and Pandora, cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with valid reasoning. 11-CCRE Grade 11: Should Girl Talk be free to create songs from short clips of other people's copyrighted music? Students read about how the musician Girl Talk uses others’ intellectual property, cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, including
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determining where the text leaves matters uncertain, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with valid reasoning. 11-CCRE Grade 12: Should the inventors of vaccines profit from them or give them away? Students read about Jonas Salk and the invention of the polio vaccine, cite strong and thorough textual evidence to support their analysis of what the text says explicitly as well as inferences drawn from the text, including determining where the text leaves matters uncertain, and write an argument with a focus on supporting their claim with valid reasoning.



Cross-Curricular Connections Social Studies: Supreme Court Decisions: Free Speech Science: Biomimicry



Longer Works Connections Literature Grade 3-5: House of Robots by James Patterson Grade 6-8: The Invention of Hugo Cabret by Brian Selznick Grade 9-12: Fahrenheit 451 by Ray Bradbury



Informational Texts Grade 3-5: Toys!: Amazing Stories Behind Some Great Inventions by Don Wulffson Grade 6-8: Cathedral: The Story of Its Construction by David Macaulay Grade 9-12: The Tipping Point by Malcolm Gladwell



Extension activities Grade 3-5: Students write a short narrative about an inventor or artist who wants to use their creation for good but is in conflict with someone else who wants to misuse their creation. Grade 6-8: In small groups, students research an invention, its inventor, and how it was invented, and create a poster or other visual presentation to convey the information they gathered. Have students pay particular attention to any issues of intellectual property rights that were involved in the invention. Grade 9-12: Students write a research paper about a modern challenge of intellectual property law, such as might be involved in YouTube videos, music mash-ups, or genetic patenting.
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LESSON TITLE CERCA QUESTION



Int el le c tua l Pro pe rt y English Language Arts



RESOURCES



What are the opportunities and challenges in using other people’s ideas?



• Build Background Knowledge https://www.pinterest.com/thinkcerca /intellectual-property-cerca-setboard/ • CERCA Framework • Vocabulary Routine • Speaking and Listening Routines



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles?



Introduce the CERCA Question



1



Connect 1



Whole group



Online



Small group



Offline



Individual activity



Activity time period



Speaking and listening activity



Audio



En | Sp



Available in English and Spanish



En | Sp



Introduce the concept of piracy. Explain the idea of a legal battle by discussing a familiar court case, the two sides, and the outcomes. Define and discuss the controversy around illegal downloading. Explain who the MPAA is and what they do. Review the concept of evidence and what makes good evidence (it is credible and relevant).



Have students log in to ThinkCERCA and click into this lesson.



Use the to Elaboration Technique #2 introduce vocabulary.



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



ASK: What is an example of an idea that you think deserves credit?



Read the overview aloud and discuss vocabulary. Then read the writing prompt aloud for students before they answer.



Have students work in pairs to write definitions of the vocabulary words in their own language with support from teacher as needed. Be sure to focus on the understanding of the ‘core’ idea of the word’s definition.



Support language acquisition with the following sentence frame: ___________ is an example of an idea that deserves credit. ASK: Do you think that illegally downloading songs or movies is stealing?



NOTE: Some students will need support for additional words not listed on the student support page. Weave them into the instruction.



Complete Step 1: Connect.



Discuss students’ opinion about whether they think illegally downloading is stealing. Ask them to cite examples to support their opinions.



INTRODUCE



Introduce Vocabulary



CCSS.RI.8.1 CCSS.W.8.1



After the routine have students add the focus words to their word notebooks.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging



ASK: Do you think that illegally downloading songs or movies is stealing?



Complete Step 1: Connect.



Have students work in pairs to write definitions of the vocabulary words in their own language with support from teacher as needed. Focus on the understanding of the ‘core’ idea of the word’s definition as well as information in the definition that clarifies the core idea.



Discuss students’ opinion about whether they think illegally downloading is stealing. Ask them to cite examples to support their opinions.



After the routine have students add the focus words to their word notebooks.
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CERCA SET



READING WRITING



En | Sp



2



Read



Engage with the Text



Remind students that this is a summary for the passage they will read. Point out the Vocabulary as you read.



Have students read the text, using Vocabulary from the student support page as appropriate.



NOTE: If you have concerns that your students are struggling with comprehension, you may wish to work with them on Step 4: Summarize before Step 3: Engage with the Text.



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



Have students read the Spanish version on the student support page, if applicable, before you read the summary aloud and have students follow along.



Read comprehension questions with students before they begin reading the passage. Complete Step 2: Read. Discuss comprehension questions. Point out key vocabulary words in the text, especially as they are relevant to finding answers.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Ask a student to read aloud the summary in English to practice their fluency.



READ



3



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Complete Step 2: Read. Discuss comprehension questions. Point out key vocabulary words in the text, especially as they are relevant to finding answers.



Model highlighting the text for students. Complete Step 3: Engage with the Text. Use the following sentence frames to discuss the highlights students made. The movie and music industry believe that file sharing is ____________. The author feels that file sharing is ____________.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Complete Step 3: Engage with the Text. Discuss the highlighting students did. Ask students to share their highlights and notes, and use the following sentence stems to support student engagement in the conversation. According to the movie and music industries, file sharing is ___________ because ___________. _________ is a strategy based on emotionally charged language, while ___________ is supported by a legal definition. Compared to the movie and music industries, the author considers file sharing to be ____________ because ___________.
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Introduce the Summary



4



Summarize



Prepare students to write a CERCA by having them summarize the text.



5



Build Your Argument



Practice creating a CERCA together using the CERCA graphic organizer (online or offline) and the leveled frames below and on the student support pages. Remind students that some of their evidence can come from their highlighting work. NOTE: You may wish to have students orally respond to the CERCA question using a Listening and Speaking Routine instead of writing a response.



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding



Complete a summary of the article together using either the suggested sentence frames below or the stems in the product. Encourage students to use Vocabulary from the lesson.



Use the following sentence frames to complete the CERCA graphic organizer. Claim According to the evidence in the article, the MPAA [should/should not] call illegal downloading piracy Reason because ________________________. Evidence Stuart Green says __________________, Reasoning which supports [the movie industry’s/author’s] point of view because ___________. Counterargument Some people may think that illegal downloads are ___________________. However, in reality ________________.



Use the following sentence frames to create a summary. This article demonstrates _____________. Illegally downloading ______________. The MPAA ____________________ because _____________.



Complete Step 4: Summarize. Complete Step 5: Build Your Argument.



Complete Step 4: Summarize.



DRAFT



Review the summaries to ensure that all students understand the big ideas of the passage. Encourage students to use Vocabulary from the lesson.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Have students share their thoughts with the group. Use the following sentence frames to complete the CERCA graphic organizer. Claim According to the evidence in the article, the MPAA [should/should not] use charged words like piracy Reason because ________________________. Evidence Stuart Green explains __________________, Reasoning which is [credible/not credible] support for ___________ because ___________. Counterargument Some people may think that ___________________. However, ________________. Evidence An ad created by the movie industry called piracy _______. Reasoning The ad supports the notion that _______ because ___________. Have students complete the graphic organizer with at least one more piece of evidence and associated reasoning. Assist as needed.



Complete Step 5: Build Your Argument.
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LEVEL 4-5 Bridging



6



Create Your CERCA



Have students write their CERCA in the lesson online so that you can provide feedback and monitor growth. NOTE: Remind students that they can use the Copy all button to move their work into the text box.



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding Use the responses students made in the graphic organizer to model writing in response to the CERCA question.



Complete Speaking and Listening Activities Complete a whole group speaking and listening activity with all students who completed the grade level lesson. Prompt students to use the vocabulary from the passage in the activity.



LEVEL 3-4 Expanding Have students complete the Final Word Activity.



Have students reread their draft. Then have them submit to complete Step 6: Write Your CERCA.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Have students write their CERCA. Provide support as necessary. Remind students that they can use vocabulary words as they write.



LEVEL 4-5 Bridging Have students complete the Final Word Activity.
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WRITE AND DISCUSS



Use this sentence frame to help students conclude their CERCA: Definitions of theft____________________, which resulted in _______________. This is significant when talking about illegal downloads because _____________. Have students add a conclusion and then reread their draft. Then have them submit to complete Step 6: Write Your CERCA.



LESSON



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing



CERCA QUESTION Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles?



Vocabulary ad hoc-ness (noun): the quality of being for a particular purpose assets (noun): items of value collaborator (noun): person or group who works with others copyright infringement (noun): a violation of the rights to print, publish, or perform a particular work of art (like a song, book, or play) for a certain period of time crucial (adj.): central, important doctrines (noun): principles used by a government empirical (adj.): based on fact entitled (verb): deserving goodwill (noun): an emotional advantage a business has that is greater than the value of things it sells henceforth (adv.): from now on indicted (verb): accused of, taken to court for *intuitions (noun): an understanding that is based in feelings rather than reason
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Vocabulary continued *legitimate (adj.): valid *misappropriation (noun): incorrect use nomenclature (noun): naming; process of naming



parodied (verb): imitated in a distorted way penal code (noun): code of law about crimes and punishments persuade (verb): convince piracy (noun): unauthorized reproduction or use of a copyrighted book, recording, television program, patented invention; the term comes from the idea of pirates robbing people at sea *premised (verb): based prosecutors (noun): people who sue others in a court *radical (adj.): very different real (adj.): related to land or property such as buildings reformers (noun): change-makers regime (noun): government; method of managing
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Vocabulary continued rhetorical (adj.): related to using speech effectively shoehorn (verb): force something to fit seized (verb): took over



*stigmatize (verb): create a negative association to something sued (verb): took a person to court to try to get money from them in recognition of some offense sufficiently (adv.): with enough *tangible (adj.): relating to something that can be seen, felt, or touched unauthorized use (verb): using without permission uniformly (adv.): in the same way
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LESSON



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing



CERCA QUESTION Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles?



Summary The Justice Department is building its case against Megaupload, the hugely popular file-sharing site that was indicted on multiple counts of copyright infringement and other theft-related crimes. Defining something as theft depended on the idea that Person A takes something tangible from Person B, and Person B simply does not have that thing anymore. This definition makes it very hard to call illegal downloading and filesharing theft. Person A can download a movie made by Person B, but Person B also still has the movie. Earlier this year, the movie and music industries proposed two major pieces of legislation premised on the notion that illegal downloading is stealing. The same rhetorical strategy was used with only slightly more success by the movie industry in its memorably advertising campaign that called illegal downloading, piracy, equating it to theft. The problem is that most people simply don't believe that illegally downloading a song or video from the Internet really is like stealing a thing, mostly because the creator of that song or video hasn’t lost anything. Framing illegal downloading as a form of stealing doesn't, and probably never will, work.
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LESSON TITLE CERCA QUESTION



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles? Considerando la evidencia de este artículo, las organizaciones como la Asociación Cinematográfica de Estados Unidos, ¿deberían usar un lenguaje cargado emocionalmente como “piratería” para ganar peleas legales?



Vocabulary



ad hoc-ness



ad hoc



(noun): the quality of being for a



(sustantivo): la cualidad de tener un



particular purpose



propósito particular



assets



bienes



(noun): items of value



(sustantivo): artículos de valor



collaborator



colaborador



(noun): person or group who works with others



(sustantivo): persona o grupo que trabaja con otras personas



copyright infringement



infracción de derechos de autor



(noun): a violation of the rights to print, publish, or perform a particular work of



(sustantivo): una transgresión de los derechos para imprimir, publicar, o



art (like a song, book, or play) for a certain period of time



interpretar una obra de arte en particular (como una canción, un libro o una obra) durante un determinado período de tiempo



crucial



crucial



(adj): central, important



(adjetivo): central; importante



doctrines



doctrinas



(noun): principles used by a government



(sustantivo): principios utilizados por un gobierno



empirical



empírico



(adj.): based on fact



(adjetivo): basado en los hechos
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Vocabulary



continued



entitled



tener derecho



(verb): deserving



(verbo): ser merecedor a algo



goodwill



buena voluntad



(noun): an emotional advantage a business has that is greater than the



(sustantivo): el valor emocional de una empresa que es mayor que el valor de



value of things it sells



las cosas que vende



henceforth



de ahora en adelante



(adv.): from now on



(adverbio): a partir de ahora



indicted



acusado



(verb): accused of, taken to court for



(verbo): procesado ante los tribunales por algo



*intuitions



*intuiciones



(noun): an understanding that is based



(sustantivo): una comprensión que se



in feelings rather than reason



basa en los sentimientos más que en la razón



*legitimate



*legítimo



(adj.): valid



(adjetivo): válido



*misappropriation



*malversación



(noun): incorrect use



(sustantivo): mal uso



nomenclature



nomenclatura



(noun): naming; process of naming



(sustantivo): nombramiento; proceso de nombramiento



parodied



parodiado



(verb): imitated in a distorted way



(verbo): imitado de manera distorsionada



penal code



código penal



(noun): code of law about crimes and punishments



(sustantivo): código de leyes sobre crímenes y castigos
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Vocabulary



continued



persuade



persuadir



(verb): convince



(verbo): convencer



piracy



piratería



(noun): unauthorized reproduction



(sustantivo): la reproducción o el



or use of a copyrighted book,



uso no autorizado de un libro, una



recording, television program,



grabación, un programa de



patented invention, comes from the



televisión con derechos de autor o



idea of pirates robbing people at



de una invención patentada.



sea



Proviene de la idea de piratas que roban a la gente en el mar



*premised



*poner como premisa



(verb): based



(verbo): establecer como base para algo



prosecutors



fiscales



(noun): people who sue others in a court



(sustantivo): personas que demandan a otros en un tribunal



*radical



*radical



(adj.): very different



(adjetivo): muy diferente



real



inmobiliario



(adj.): related to land or property such as buildings



(adjetivo): relacionado con la tierra o propiedades tales como los edificios



reformers



reformadores



(noun): change-makers



(sustantivo): agentes de cambio



regime



régimen



(noun): government; method of managing



(sustantivo): gobierno; método de gestión
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Vocabulary



continued



rhetorical



retórico



(adj.): related to using speech effectively



(adjetivo): relacionado con la utilización eficaz del habla



shoehorn



calzar



(verb): force something to fit



(verbo): forzar a que algo encaje



seized



confiscó



(verb): took over



(verbo): se apoderó de algo



*stigmatize



*estigmatizar



(verb): create a negative association to something



(verbo): crear una asociación negativa a algo



sued



demandó



(verb): took a person to court to try to get money from them in recognition of



(verbo): llevó a una persona ante los tribunales para tratar de obtener dinero



some offense



de ellos en reconocimiento de algún delito



sufficiently



suficientemente



(adv): with enough



(adverbio): bastante



*tangible



*tangible



(adj.): relating to something that can be seen, felt, or touched



(adjetivo): relacionado con algo que se puede ver, tocar o sentir



unauthorized use



uso no autorizado



(noun): using without permission



(sustantivo): el uso sin permiso



uniformly



uniformemente



(adv): in the same way



(adverbio): de la misma manera
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LESSON TITLE CERCA QUESTION



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles? Considerando la evidencia de este artículo, las organizaciones como la Asociación Cinematográfica de Estados Unidos, ¿deberían usar un lenguaje cargado emocionalmente como “piratería” para ganar peleas legales?



Summary The Justice Department is building its case against Megaupload, the hugely popular file-sharing site that was indicted on multiple counts of copyright infringement and other theft-related crimes. Defining something as theft depended on the idea that Person A takes something tangible from Person B, and Person B simply does not have that thing anymore. This definition makes it very hard to call illegal downloading and file-sharing theft. Person A can download a movie made by Person B, but Person B also still has the movie. Earlier this year, the movie and music industries proposed two major pieces of legislation premised on the notion that illegal downloading is stealing. The same rhetorical strategy was used with only slightly more success by the movie industry in its memorably advertising campaign that called illegal downloading, piracy, equating it to theft. The problem is that most people simply don't believe that illegally downloading a song or video from the Internet really is like stealing a thing, mostly because the creator of that song or video hasn’t lost anything. Framing illegal downloading as a form of stealing doesn't, and probably never will, work.



El Departamento de Justicia está organizando un caso contra Megaupload, el sitio para compartir archivos que fue acusado de varios cargos por infracción de derechos de autor y otros delitos relacionados con el robo. Definir que algo es robo depende de la idea de que la persona A tome algo tangible de la persona B y la persona B ya no posee esa cosa. Esta definición complica mucho el determinar que la descarga ilegal y compartir archivos es un robo. La persona A puede descargar una película realizada por la persona B, pero la persona B aún tiene la película. A principios de este año, las industrias del cine y de la música propusieron dos importantes legislaciones poniendo como premisa la noción de que la descarga ilegal es un robo. La misma estrategia retórica fue utilizada con un poco más de éxito por la industria del cine en su memorable campaña de publicidad que llamaba a la descarga ilegal “piratería”, lo que la hace igual al robo. El problema es que la mayoría de las personas no consideran que descargar una película o un video de Internet sea como robar algo, principalmente porque el creador de esta canción o video no pierde nada. Considerar la descarga ilegal un robo, no funciona y probablemente nunca funcionará. © 2016 ThinkCERCA.com, Inc.



LESSON



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing



CERCA QUESTION Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles?



4



Summarize



This article demonstrates ________________________________________. Illegally downloading ____________________________________________. The MPAA _______________________________________________ because _________________________________________________________________.



5



Build Your Argument



Claim According to the evidence in the article, the MPAA [should/should not] call illegal downloading piracy Reason because _________________________________________________. Evidence Stuart Green says ______________________________________, Reasoning which supports [the movie industry’s/author’s] point of view because ____________________________________________________. Counterargument Some people may think that illegal downloads are _______________________________________________. However, in reality _________________________________________________________________.
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LESSON



When Stealing Isn’t Stealing



CERCA QUESTION Considering the evidence in this article, should organizations such as the Motion Picture Association of America use emotionally charged language such as "piracy" to win legal battles?



5



Build Your Argument



Claim According to the evidence in the article, the MPAA [should/should not] use charged words like piracy Reason because ______________________________________________. Evidence Stuart Green explains ________________________________, Reasoning which is [credible/not credible] support for ______________________________________________________ because ______________________________________________________________. Counterargument Some people may think that _____________________________________________________. However, ______________________________________________________________. Evidence An ad created by the movie industry called piracy ______________________________________________________________. Reasoning The ad supports the notion that ______________________________________________________ because ______________________________________________________________.



6



Create Your CERCA



Definitions of theft ____________________________________________, which resulted in _____________________________________________. This is significant when talking about illegal downloads because ______________________________________________________________.
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Intellectual Property and Access to Medicines - World Health 

2 sept. 2005 - During the process of review and preparation, the papers have benefited from comments and ...... pharmace
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property 

TRANSPORTATION CO. CHICAGO. NORTHWESTERN. 52nd ST. SE. CAMP TWP. ipapues. NKG. Partnership ühen. SE 38th ST. SE 56th ST.
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property 

Local. C. ADVENTURELAND DR. 9TH ST NW. 34TH AVENW. 1ST AVEN. W. BASS PRODR. ZIHAVE.NW. 33. E 46TH ST. NE 80 ST. Utilitie
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Journal of Education for Teaching - Joachim Grzega 

01.08.2008 - PLEASE SCROLL DOWN FOR ARTICLE. Full terms ..... The next statements in the questionnaire asked the informants which of the techniques ...
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claim for homeowners' property tax exemption 

Zip Code month/day/year. Only the owners or their spouses who occupy the .... land you own on which you live in a state-
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claim for homeowners' property tax exemption 

Print co-owner's or spouse's social security number and name when ... under the laws of the State of California that the
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Journal of Education for Teaching - Joachim Grzega 

01.08.2008 - International research and pedagogy ..... TreibhÃ¤user der Zukunft: Wie in Deutschland Schulen gelingen [Greenhouses of the future: How ...
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Teaching English: 

11. Useful tips, words and phrases for writing texts. 12. Story plan for a scary story. 13 writing on the Internet. Your profile. 14. Giving advice â€“ posting a reply. 15.
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Managing Shared Resource Pools for Enterprise ... - mediaTUM 

... controllers typically exhibit several configuration options, for example, in- ..... However, for bigger resource pools, the binary program might not be able to ...
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Resource Center 

DECORATING DIRECTIONS: 1. Base ice 8" double round cake Grass Green #17447. 2. Base ice 6" double round cake Sky Blue #9
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Teaching English: 

S. 22: Kalifornische KÃ¼ste bei Santa Barbara Â© cmfotoworks â€“ Fotolia.com ... Geschichte benÃ¶tigt, bleibt diese dauerhafter hÃ¤ngen als ein Wort, das er â€žnurâ€œ fÃ¼r ...
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Resource Center 

de ser colocado encima de la comida. 6. Si el cliente desea, ponga una inscripción. 7. Ponga la pegatina de advertencia
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